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How did your journey in Duplomatic start?
I joined Duplomatic in 2016, with a very clear goal and responsibility: to focus on
marketing & sales for the Italian market, setting a method to generate growth,
both in terms of turnover and visibility of the company itself.
In previous experiences I had already implemented strategic marketing plans
based on market analysis for the construction of business networks; this was
very useful to me in Duplomatic, when in 2017 we communicated to the market
the change of company name from Duplomatic Oleodinamica to Duplomatic
Motion Solutions and all the contents associated with this evolution. A
fundamental step that made it necessary to organize many activities, including
training for the network of sales partners as well as active participation in
Assofluid (today Federtec, the Italian Federation of Components and
Mechatronic Technologies for the hydraulic and pneumatic sectors) for the
enhanced presence of our company in Motion Control and Automation.
Opening new paths, analyzing the potential of markets and supporting business
partners in approaching customers are the tasks that I appreciate most in my
job. It was stimulating to create the network of connections and synergies
between the company, the Regional Managers, distributors and partners, up to
the end customers, to express our expertise to solve even the most complex
needs.

What are your daily challenges?
2020 generated many changes: my own role has changed, I left the marketing
position and focused on sales, which required a rethinking of many consolidated
activities. We have gone from periodic meetings with our sales team to daily and
progressively more concrete online meetings, thanks to the improved familiarity
with digital tools. Duplomatic Academy training projects (including basic and
advanced hydraulics courses, maintenance and mechatronics), of which I am a
staunch promoter, were transformed from a classroom format to the online
version, in cooperation with our Group Marketing. The effectiveness and
success of this change were significant: the new digital training allowed to reach
an even wider audience.
Finally, we have developed a Channel Marketing program featuring cross-cutting
initiatives and projects between Marketing and Sales to support the creation of
centers of excellence for Motion Control and Mechatronics in different Italian
geographical areas. This program is destined to customers and distributors that
are more focused on Duplomatic solutions. We are organizing actions to
increase the visibility and commercial opportunities of the selected partners who,
strategically, will update the market on the continuous evolution of the
Duplomatic products and technological skills.

And what do you think about the challenges ahead?
2021 will consolidate what has been set in 2020 on the wave of the emergency;
thanks to the control and planning skills implemented in the early stages, today
we are ready to tell experiences and case histories of the continuous
technological evolution of our company, such as the development in the
Mechatronics BU (electric actuators and IO-Link). Sharing content enables us to
increase the touchpoints and create relationships with customers through digital
tools, such as social media and networking activities.
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Grow with 
momentum, always 

proactively

The phrase that made 
me famous in the 

company is

“If you have everything 
under control, you are  not 

moving fast enough”
(M. Andretti)


